
This is an 
opportunity to 
contribute to 
the consultation 
and bring about 
changes in 
the process to 
achieve more 
proportionate 
costs and 
increased access 
to justice.

With mounting concerns about the costs of civil justice over the last decade, the Master of the 
Rolls has appointed Lord Justice Jackson to lead a fundamental review into the costs of civil 
litigation. Lord Justice Jackson has published his preliminary report and the review is now in its 
consultation phase. 

The costs of civil litigation are being closely examined and with recent high profile cases such as 
the Multiplex v Cleveland Bridge case, Technology and Construction Court (TCC) cases are not 
exempt from scrutiny. It is not all doom and gloom, however, and the preliminary report indicates 
that in recently completed TCC cases, the percentage of costs recovered by the winning party 
is generally quite high, often in the region of 75% or more and secondly, in the majority of cases 
concluded, the costs incurred appear to be proportionate to the sums at stake. 

In this note, we focus on the fundamental issue of funding litigation, though the review also 
addresses in detail matters arising from the conduct of litigation.

Here is a round up of the key issues: 

•	 Pre-action	Protocol

 Concern has been expressed about the front-loading of costs which the Protocol generates 
that may amount, in the extreme, to hundreds of thousands of pounds or more. One proposal 
is that the Pre-Action process should start after the issue of the Claim Form. In other 
words, the Claim Form would be issued and then the action would be stayed for as long as 
necessary for carrying out the Protocol process. 

 In principle, this seems a sensible idea but whilst it may assist with cost recovery it may 
also result in the dilution of the key purposes of the Protocol, with increased tactical use of 
the Protocol and therefore increased overall costs. The Protocol is an important Pre-Action 
mechanism that, used properly, can result in the avoidance of formal proceedings, particularly 
for small and medium value claims. For high value and complex disputes, the Protocol can 
result in duplication and unnecessary costs. 

•	 Conditional	Fee	Agreements	(CFAs),	Success	fees	and	After	the	Event	Insurance	(ATE)	
premiums	

 Lord Justice Jackson questions whether Success fees and ATE premiums should be 
recoverable in TCC litigation with commercial organisations on both sides. 

 One view is that CFAs may be appropriate in a minority of cases, for example, where a group 
of householders are claiming against a housing development. However, in these difficult 
times, we are seeing more and more clients that wish to progress claims through CFAs. We 
are generally of the view that risk sharing with our clients is a positive step. Risk sharing has 
increased substantially in the industry in the last fifteen years and there is no reason why 
the legal profession should not also share risk. Would the disproportionate costs incurred in 
Multiplex v Cleveland Bridge have been incurred if the legal team were sharing in the risk? 
Probably not. Accordingly, we undertake risk assessments at an early stage to inform clients 
of all the options and issues involved in a case. Unless some viable alternative is proposed, 
we consider that clients want and require funding options such as CFAs.

•	 Contingency	fees

 Lord Justice Jackson questions whether the ban on contingency fees should be lifted. 
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 With the acceptance of CFAs in the TCC, the ethical argument against contingency fees has, 
to a large degree, fallen away. For medium sized cases (c £1million) even well resourced 
clients may not regard it as worthwhile to proceed to litigation on any basis other than 
contingency fees. Similar to CFA arrangements, we consider that the risk sharing approach to 
litigation is beneficial for all involved and that the legal profession should react to the demands 
of the industry it serves. We consider that contingency fees should be one of a range of 
funding options available to clients.

•	 Fixed	costs

 Is there a case for expanding the existing range of fixed costs currently provided for? 

 The cost certainty provided by a fixed fee approach to litigation is something most of our 
clients would favour but this approach currently clashes with the hourly billing approach 
required by the Courts in cost recovery. We consider that provided there is an agreement 
between the client and the solicitor as to the value of a stage of formal proceedings, there is 
no reason why the Courts should not enforce that agreement, if it is reasonable. In providing 
a service, it is important to recognize the true value of that service and not just the value of 
an hourly rate multiplied by a number of hours. We consider that commercial clients want 
certainty and there is a place for fixed fees in certain cases.

We intend to respond to Lord Justice Jackson during the consultation stage on the above issues 
and the broader costs issues raised by Lord Justice Jackson on the conduct of litigation. If you 
have any views on the issues raised, please let us know.

To see the preliminary report for yourself visit http://www.judiciary.gov.uk/about_judiciary/cost-
review/preliminary-report.htm
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